We inform you that for the purpose of avoiding the danger of Covid-19 spread, due to the State of Emergency in the country, from the 2nd of April till the 21st April, all types of procedures concerning International Protection (Asylum) onsite are suspended.

We also inform you that applications on International Protection (Asylum) will be received on the following e-mail address: dipi@mia.gov.ge.

Please, send us the following information on the email:

- **Full Name and Surname** (obligatory)
- **Date of Birth** (obligatory)
- **Citizenship** (obligatory)
- **The Actual Address of Residence in Georgia** (If available, obligatory)
- **Telephone Number** (If available, obligatory)
- **The Electronic Copy of Travel Document (Passport)** (If available, obligatory)
- **The reasons of applying for International Protection (Asylum)** (please, indicate the reasons why you left the country of origin and why you cannot return there)

The above mentioned information must be sent on each of the family member, you are asking International protection (asylum) for.

In case of existing/originating additional questions/problems on International Protection (Asylum), please, contact us in the Division by calling the following hotline number: 598 08 00 97 (available 24/7) or via the following e-mail address: dipi@mia.gov.ge or call UNHCR on the following number: 577 41 56 10 (available 24/7)